The paper presents a contribution to image indexing consisting in a weighting model for visible objects -or image objects -in home photographs. To improve its effectiveness this weighting model has been designed according to human perception criteria about what is estimated as important in photographs. Four basic hypotheses related to human perception are presented, and their validity is estimated as compared to actual observations from a user study. Finally a formal definition of this weighting model is presented and its consistence with the user study is evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Content based image retrieval systems exist now for more than 15 years [24] . Such a research domain faces many cross-community problems, ranging from vision problems, interaction problems and information retrieval problems. Most of the well known approaches (QBIC [4] , NETRA [12] , BLOBWORLD [3] ) for CBIR come from computer vision, because this domain tackles many of the fundamentals on which the IR community can build effective models for Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). Despite the number of interesting contributions to CBIR systems, little attention has been dedicated to the evaluation of the importance of visual elements appearing in images for improving retrieval effectiveness. This is precisely the core problem addressed in this paper which presents a weighting scheme for image objects. The starting point of this research might be related to the well-known problem of weighting terms in textual indexing. The classical tf.idf weighting scheme [23] for indexing terms has long ago proved its effectiveness when applied to textual documents, where tf (term frequency) is an estimate of the relative importance of a given term as a content descriptor of a particular document, and idf (inverse document frequency) measures the discriminating power of the term, or its ability to differentiate a document from the others.
If visible objects may be considered as the main content components of images or photographs (like words or phrases in textual information), then what would be the image equivalent of tf? Furthermore, would the classical tf.idf weighting model be also effective in the context of image retrieval? This is the core problem addressed in the context of this study. Due to space constraints we will concentrate here on the problem of providing and experimenting a definition of tf suitable for images.
Our goal then is not about how visible elements can be extracted from images, but to evaluate how important such image elements are when considering image relevance.
According to our definition an Image object (IO) is a 2D representation of a visible, real object which is part of the scene displayed in a photograph. Each image object IO is then named according to a term t of an indexing vocabulary suited for the application. The question is then to assign a weight to this t-IO relation to evaluate to what extent the image containing this IO is relevant for a query about t. In our approach to image indexing such image components are intended to provide a basis for image symbolic indexing, but also potentially to feature-based indexing (or signal indexing) of images.
The notion of occurrence -now very classical when considering weighting of indexing terms for textual documents -is much less intuitive in the case of images. Images are 2D data and in this context one may understand that the relevance of an image showing boats is not only related to the fact that it represents one or more distinct boats. Other 2D perceptive factors are possibly more important in that matter, such as for example the spatial position or the size of these visible boats.
In this study we have investigated four such criteria which are all related to 2D geometry: size, position, fragmentation and heterogeneity. These hypotheses are presented and discussed in section 3.1. Before being included in a relevance model for images these hypotheses need to be confronted to actual human perception and relevance assessments. Section 3.2 describes an experimental validation of this model based on a user study which Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. clearly demonstrates that three of these four criteria have a definite impact on the notion of image relevance: size, position and heterogeneity. We have then got some effective clues on which facts an image equivalent of the textual tf could be based. A first attempt towards a formal definition of the three criteria, which is intended to reflect the observed human behaviour about image relevance, is then given in section 4.1. The model is then completed by proposing a combination of these three relevant criteria as a "tf" equivalent for weighting image objects. Section 4.2 presents an experiment demonstrating that this weighting schema is consistent with observed users' relevance assessments. Finally a conclusion on this study and indications about future work is given in section 5.
RELATED WORKS
Well known CBIR systems such as QBIC [4] , Blobworld [3] and Netra [12] for instance have already included weighting models aimed to enable ranking system's responses. In these systems, whenever the query is based on image example or on explicit description of signal features (e.g. color), the image index contains "pure" signal values such as color histograms for instance. These were never clearly confronted to what users consider important or not important in images. These weighing schemas are more related to a global evaluation of image relevance.
Considering for example the color histogram of an image query, the values defining the histogram do indicate if a particular bin is larger than another. Common histogram distances (Euclidian or other L-norms, quadratic histogram distances used in QBIC) are based on such comparisons of corresponding bins. But then a question might be for example: is the difference involving the larger bin of the image as important (regarding image relevance) as the difference involving its smaller bin?
In fact, all these state-of-the-art approaches bypass one of the central ideas of Information Retrieval since 30 years stating first that effective indexing terms are related to explicit concepts (i.e. they may be denoted based on human language) and second that each term has an associated value -commonly called term weight -expressing its capacity to effectively retrieve documents among a document collection. A weighting schema such as tf.idf clearly tries to capture and combine in a single measure two basic properties of every indexing term: to which extent it accounts for the actual content of a given document, and its ability to discriminate this document among the corpus. This classical approach for term weighting is quite drastically different from pure signal-based similarity (or related distances) measures underlying CBIR. At the moment there are quite few definite and experimentally validated clues about how evolving from color histograms or texture similarity measures to more effective retrieval models integrating the user-based notion of relevance. This in turn refrains CBIR researchers to tackle this basic problem.
Instead of trying to design effective weighting models based on signal analysis and similarity, we choose to focus on a symbolic approach where images are not indexed based on their visual features but based on terms (ie. denoting concepts) providing interpretations of visual elements appearing in the image. Such kinds of approaches exist, at least partially. Some of them define an explicit labeling (via indexing terms) of image regions [5, 10, 25, 26] based on a learning process. Others also consider regions in the analysis phase but the final labeling process associates terms to the images instead of the corresponding regions [7] . Finally, others globally analyze images and assign them indexing terms as a whole, completely ignoring the notion of image regions [2] .
Approaches indexing images as a whole are usually based on binary classification schemes like for example "indoor" and "outdoor" [2, 15, 16] which is much closer to the extraction of meta-information than to semantic-content indexing. When considering image indexing based on image elements, approaches vary again from binary labels [25, 26] to n-ary ones [10, 19] , this later one being the closest to our approach. As far as we are concerned with information retrieval we consider that including a weighting model in this approach is preferable.
The question then is the design of such a model: what weights to assign to image components, and according to what criteria? Existing models are based on location [10, 26] , on relative surfaces [11] , on size, like the area percentage scheme of Simplicity [26] and [18] , or on keyblock term frequencies [27] .
Although interesting and sometimes close to our approach, none of these models has been validated through users' experiments or is complete regarding weighting individual objects. Consequently most of them remain somewhat intuitive or incomplete. As an example of this situation, Jing and al propose in [8] a weighting model based on relevance feedback techniques and write in section 5 "… such as the area percentage, is probably not completely relevant to the semantic importance of regions". Here the word "probably" is important because they do not provide experimental evidence that confirm or infirm their hypothesis (which by the way is infirmed by our experiments!). More generally, none of these models refers to a relevance-based weighting model such as tf.idf and try to experiment whether it might be adapted to image retrieval or not. When looking at the basic principles underlying this model a first problem is then: what would be a tf equivalent for images, or how to determine to what extent an image is "about" a given term? This is the basic problem we want to address here.
Considering this goal and the state of the art related to symbolic indexing of images, we are convinced that what is needed first is to define and to experimentally validate a set of hypothesis about human perception of image relevance. This constitutes the main topic of section 3 below.
IMAGE OBJECTS AND IMAGE ABOUTNESS 3.1 Hypotheses
What do users actually consider as significant in images, and how providing a model reflecting their behavior about image relevance? According to previous experiments in the context of retrieving non-specific images 1 [6] and related to home photographs [10, 17] , users tend describing images based on visible objects appearing in them. This observation explains why our approach focuses on "visible objects" and not on color regions for instance. It explains also why such visible objects are considered as basic entities in our weighting model.
To be more precise about this important aspect we introduce the following notion of Image Objects (IO). This definition is inspired from the one given in [14] :
-(a) An IO is related to one and only one semantic interpretation which is defined by a label. A label stands here for an indexing term defining the semantic interpretation of the related IO. In its general definition a label may belong to any kind of indexing language (as part of a particular indexing model). Considering images, such labels usually are natural language words ("tree", "house", "sky", etc.). From now on we will use this term label instead of indexing term.
-(b) An IO is defined as a bi-dimensional projection (or visualization) of one real-world, physical, object (or possibly of several such objects sharing the same label) in an image. An IO then often corresponds to a single image region 2 within an image. But according to this definition, an IO may also correspond to several nonconnected image regions if it corresponds to several occurrences of the same type of physical objects (e.g. several "boats"). This possibility has also been extended to the frequent case where the real-world physical object is partially occluded (like a building behind a tree for instance). We will refer further to these two situations as fragmentation cases of an IO.
We define the notion of importance of a given IO relatively to the notion of image content in a much similar way to the standard notion of term importance in the context of text retrieval.
Definition: Considering an image I, and io an image object of I, io is uniquely labeled by a term t (definition (a) above). The importance of io regarding I is directly related to the aboutness 3 of I considering t.
For example, one will consider that an IO representing a boat (hence t = "boat") in a given image is important if most users would consider that this image is about a "boat".
Let us consider now our proposed hypotheses about image objects importance. Being associated to an image region, or a set of image regions, an IO is then basically a 2D set of pixels whose basic geometrical characteristics (area, position, etc.) can be easily computed. According to the weighting models reported above in the related works, we propose to define and investigate four hypotheses:
1
Size -Some previous approaches mentioned in the state of the art have quoted the importance of the size criterion [11, 26] , in which the authors assume a direct relationship between an image object importance and its relative size (visible surface). By definition, the size S of an IO is defined here as the size of its related region(s).
Size Hypothesis: The importance of an image object varies in the same way as its size S.
2 Position -Again some previous approaches mentioned in the previous section ( [10] ) have quoted the potential importance of this criterion. We share this opinion and want to investigate possible formulations and their experimental validation. Here the position of an IO is determined by the position of its barycenter.
Position hypothesis: the importance of an image object is maximal when its position P is at the center of the image, and decreases when its distance from the image center increases.
3 Fragmentation -To our knowledge, the possible impact of fragmentation on the importance of an IO has never been investigated. We thought that it could indeed have such an impact, when compared to a completely connected, appearance of the same real object or that multiple occurrences of a given type of object could also have the same kind of impact. Fragmentation F of an IO is a more complicated feature taking into account both the number and the size of the image regions composing the IO. Since this criterion has been proved ineffective in the experiment (see section 3.2), no formal modeling for F is given here.
Fragmentation Hypothesis: the importance of an image object is maximal when it is not fragmented, and decreases when its fragmentation F increases.
4 Homogeneity -Is the importance of any visible object in an image depending on the fact that it appears alone, or almost alone in the image? Is this importance decreasing when the image object appears among several others (of different nature) in the same image? What we call the homogeneity criterion H of an image expresses the extent to which an image presents several types of IO. Like the fragmentation criterion, this particular criterion has never been considered before. We suppose here that the more different IO occur in an image, the more the cognitive overload 4 of the user increases, and thus the more the detection of a particular IO becomes difficult. The homogeneity criterion H is then maximal when the image contains only one type of IO and decreases when the number of occurrences of other types of IO increases. The definition of H includes the number and the relative surface of the various IO in a given image (see section 4.1).
Homogeneity Hypothesis: the importance of an image object varies in the same way as the homogeneity H of its embedding image.
Of course we do not claim that these four criteria are the only ones related to an effective definition of the importance of an IO. We propose here a first step for future evaluations of geometrical features of image objects on their importance. To our knowledge no similar study has been published about such a basic problem. From the information retrieval point of view, testing the validity of such hypotheses is a first important step towards a wellfounded weighting model for image objects. This experimentation process is presented in the following section.
Validation
The goal of the user's study here is to check and evaluate the four hypotheses described above. The goal of this experimental validation is to collect user's feedback preferences over images from a test set and then analyse these preferences.
Our validation is based on presenting couples of images to each participant. For a given pair (A, B) of images, we focus on the image objects related to the same term t. For each image of the couple, we define for the t-IO its size value, big or small, its position value, centred or lateral, its fragmentation value, fragmented or aggregated, and the homogeneity value for the image, homogeneous or heterogeneous. Figure 1 presents the 16 (=2 4 ) typical examples of images considering the possible values of the four criteria, considering the disc (or group of discs) as the term t. When considering a couple (A,B), we denote by V A (resp. V B ) the criterion variation from B to A (resp. A to B), according to the hypotheses. Assume that the situation for the t-IO in A is (big, centred, aggregated, heterogeneous), meaning that the t-IO is in the center of the image, big, aggregated, and that the image A is heterogeneous. Assume also that the situation for an image B is (small, centred, aggregated, heterogeneous). The image 5 (resp. 6) of Figure 1 is an example of A (resp. B). The criterion variation V A is only based on the size S (the other criterion values being equal), big in image A and small in image B, denoted by (1, 0, 0, 0) according to the size hypothesis. Dually, the criterion variation V B is denoted by (-1, 0, 0, 0).
Before actually running the experiments with participants, we determine the physical objects on which we focus on. The set of physical objects selected has to cover a wide range of possible objects appearing in home photographs, because we do not know if the hypotheses hold across different kinds of physical objects. We have chosen the following categories of objects to be studied: -Boat: this category is used to reflect the fact that many non living objects occur in home photographs, -Bird: we assume that animals often occur in home photographs, thus leading us to evaluate the criteria on such images, -Children face: people faces are a very important part of home photographs, as underlined in [20] . In this test we used photographs showing on average as many girls as boys. For this object category and the following, we assume that many faces are present in home photographs.
One specific face: in home photographs, many family of relative faces are present. During this experiment, the choice was made to use one of the authors face.
Figure 1: 16 logical image object configurations
As described above, for each of the considered objects we present a list of image pairs on which we evaluate the criteria. The criteria values were defined as a common agreement of three people (the authors of this paper) so that the visual differences between configurations are clear, easily visible and no confusion is possible. For each of the first 3 categories of physical objects, 120 pairs (i.e. all pairs of image in a set of 16 situations) of images are presented. For the last object category (one specific person), there is no fragmentation variation because the person occurs without occlusion; for this category only 28 photographs pairs are presented. So, a total of 388 (=120×3 + 28) pairs are presented to each participant. The duration of the test is about 30 minutes per participant. The images used in the experiments are normalized in term of size, quality, and typicality 5 . We conducted the experiment with 30 participants (16 women, 14 men) aged from 24 to 50. The participants belong to the research laboratory of the authors, but were not at all aware of the hypotheses tested in the study. Each participant chooses one image from each pair of images presented, according to its aboutness with regard to a given category term t. When a pair of images is presented to a participant, the user interface randomly picks which image is displayed at the top and which image is at the bottom of the window. The participant then selects the image which is the more about t. Consider again the image couple (A, B) presented above, with situation (big, centred, aggregated, heterogeneous) for A, and (small, centred, aggregated, heterogeneous) for B. If the participant selects the image A, then our hypothesis on the size is validated. This is denoted by the fact that the variation V A has a 1 in its first position. If the participant selects B, the size hypothesis is invalidated. By counting how many times the hypotheses are validated or invalidated using the criterion variations, we are able to draw conclusion on their usefulness. Before discussing the findings of the user's study, we verify that the size of the users set is large enough using the "split-half analysis consistency" [13] . This method randomly splits in two sets X and Y the collected data, and computes the correlation 5 Typicality refers to the most commonly agreed representation of an object. value between the two sets X and Y. If the same conclusions can be drawn from the two sets X and Y, evaluated using the correlation between the sets X and Y, then the sample size is sufficient. For 30 participants, the correlation value is equal to 0.962, meaning that the data obtained are highly consistent. Table 2 , where the second column presents the probability of the criterion variations averaged over the four categories. The last column of this table presents the probability to reject wrongly the H 0 hypothesis when H 0 is true. The results for BS, CP and HI are highly significant with significance value smaller that 0.001. We then conclude that hypotheses 1, 2 and 4 are validated. The T-test for the Aggregated image object gives a 6 Bernoulli random variables are used here because we evaluate probabilities of binary events. Considering criterion variations separately is not enough: we need to study the behaviour when combining them. Table 3 presents the Bernoulli probabilities for the random variables considering CP, BS, AO and HI together, and the random variables considering the dual choices for one criterion variation (the dual choice is written in parentheses, e.g. (BS) means that the image with the big size object was not selected). The last column of Table 3 presents T-test results with the same H 0 and H 1 as in Table 2 . Table 3 shows that the dual value of the AO has a very small effect on the probability (0.93 versus 0.91) when considering the other criteria, confirming one more time than the Fragmentation variation of image objects is not significant. However, we see also that the combination of the three criteria BS, CP and HI gives a higher probability that when we consider the dual value of any of these three criteria. All of these probabilities are highly significant (significance level smaller than 0.001), as seen on the last column of Table 3 . This leads us to consider that the combination of these criteria behaves more in an additive way than a multiplicative one because one dual choice does not impact a lot the overall probability value. In summary, the results for Big Size, the Center Position and the Homogeneity of Image criterion variations confirm the hypotheses 1, 2 and 4 described in section 3.1, and the Fragmentation hypothesis is not confirmed.
WEIGHTING IMAGE OBJECTS 4.1 The Weighting Model
We have shown in the previous section that three out of four hypotheses are valid for the definition of IO importance: the ones concerning the size and the position of the IOs and the homogeneity of the images. An important problem we are now faced with is the integration of these criteria within a model capable of reflecting the overall importance of an IO. We use the probability theory and Shannon information theory [22] , which represents a formal framework suited for IO importance modeling. The aim is to associate an importance value for IOs based on each criterion value, where the criterion values are themselves related to IOs own geometric features. We first give a modeling of the three criteria, and then we show how they are combined into a single model of importance for IOs.
Size of IOs is directly related to their surface, and consequently our size criterion is based on IOs relative surface. Human perception of surfaces being rather logarithmic than linear [21] , we define a relative surface according to the following formula:
where I is a given image of size n I (in pixels), and o is an image object in I of size n o . If we consider two IOs io 1 and io 2 appearing in an image im, io 1 being twice as big as io 2 , S(io 1 , im) is smaller than 2×S (io 2 , im). S(o,I) is an increasing function of n o (according to our first hypothesis) with values in [0,1].
The position criterion P is integrated in our model by defining a non-uniform probability density function:
where p I is a distribution of probability that gives higher probability values to IOs in the center of an image I. An example of such a distribution is given in Figure 2 , where I is a simplified image seen as a 1D segment, and a 2D distribution is shown above I. Two image objects io 1 and io 2 are represented as parts of the segment, and their associated probabilities correspond to the black areas below the probability density curve. Hence the probability associated with io 1 is higher than the one associated with io 2 . The position values belong to [0,1], and they are greater for IOs in the center of the image, according to our second hypothesis.
We define a spatial entropy SH computed from the spatial distribution of IOs in an image, in order to represent the "disorder" in the image:
The above definition of spatial entropy makes it possible to combine in a well known framework two important aspects of the IO surface distribution: the number of IOs and their relative size. Spatial entropy values are larger when there are many objects with the same size in the image (when one object in particular is less easily visible), and it is smaller when there are few objects with different sizes (i.e. when one object is bigger than the others and therefore more easily visible) in the image. To be consistent with our last hypothesis, the homogeneity criterion is defined as the complementary value to 1 of SH to which we apply a normalization factor. The homogeneity H is defined according to the following formula:
where SH max (I) is the maximum value of the spatial entropy, corresponding to the virtual case where the image is composed of n I 1-pixel IOs. The homogeneity values are large for homogeneous images according to our last hypothesis, and they belong to [0, 1] . This value is the same for all IOs in one image.
We now describe how the three criteria are combined into a single importance model for IOs. The importance value of an IO should be large when all criterion values are large, and inversely. Moreover, the importance value should not be close to zero when one of the criterion values is close to zero while the two others are large (see Table 3 ). For these reasons, a good candidate for the combination is the addition. Since the three criteria might have different variation ranges on different collections, a normalization scheme is applied in order to align both lower and upper bounds of values [9] where min_value (resp. max_value) is the minimum value (resp. the maximum value) of the criterion value found the whole collection. We define now the importance of an image object o in an image I as:
where S_norm, P_norm and H_norm are the normalized values of criteria S, P and H respectively. Hence, our definition of IO importance combines the three criteria that have been experimentally validated to reflect the aboutness of images with regard to the semantic interpretation of IOs. Next section presents a final experiment dedicated to estimate how well our model fits the users' perception of importance.
Experiment
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the quality of our weighting model with regard to users' aboutness assessments. For this purpose, we have designed an image test collection of 800 manually indexed and segmented home photographs, disjoint from the first experiment image collection. This collection contains a wide range of authors holidays photographs. Importance values of objects are computed according to the formula given in Section 4.1. The weighting model is evaluated by comparing our system ranking of the images -in decreasing order of importance -to an assessors' ranking -in decreasing order of aboutness -on a set of 20 queries consisting of one single term (e.g. "Horse", "Pond", "Foggy_sky", "Bridge", "American_Flag", etc.). These terms correspond to different kinds of objects (natural like "River" and non-natural like "Bridge"), and also to different levels of genericity of the objects (specific like "American flag" and generic like "People"). The system ranking for each query is defined as the images sorted in decreasing order of importance values for the term. A group of 4 assessors 7 -2 women and 2 men aged from 23 to 25, who have a good knowledge of the collection -have ranked relevant images for each query (on average, 6 relevant images have been ranked for each query). An average ranking is generated [18] and used as a reference to which the system ranking is compared. This comparison indicates how close to the users' perception of 7 Note that none of the assessors have participated in the first experiment. Fortress (6) Sculpt ure (5) M otorbike (7) Geyser (7) Wood boat (11) Bridge (9) Bicycle (3) Sheep (3) Pond (3) Bell (3) Horse (5) People (9) Bus (6) Foggy sky (13) Tree (8) V an (10) A merican f lag (6) Temple ( [18] ) that gives low divergence values to similar rankings, while penalizing more system ranking errors at the top ranked images:
where U and S are the user ranking and the system ranking of n images respectively, rank(U,i) and rank(S,i) are the ranks of image i in the user ranking and in the system ranking respectively ; mdv n is the maximum divergence value for n items 8 . This divergence function gives the value 0 when U=S, and it gives the value 1 when U and S are in reverse order. For instance, the ranks for "Tree" are u= [5, 8, 1, 4, 6, 3, 2, 7] and s= [5, 8, 3, 2, 4, 6, 1, 7] , meaning that the image 1 has been ranked at the 3 rd position by the assessors, while it is ranked at the 7 th position by the system. The divergence value for u and s is: 
We use this divergence function instead of classical recallprecision measures because we are interested in the order of relevant images, rather than a simple binary relevance of images.
The system firstly implements each criterion individually, then their combination. The divergence value (DV) averaged over the 20 queries is 0.24 when considering the surface only, 0.31 for the position, and 0.63 for the homogeneity. The latter DV is high because relevant images are sorted according to their homogeneity values, which does not take into account the query term. When combined together, the 3 criteria perform better that separately, as shown in Figure 3 : DVs range from 0 (for "Pool", "River" and "Temple") to 0.26 (for "Fortress"). The results obtained depend neither on the number of relevant images (shown in parentheses in Figure 3) , nor on the type of objects considered (natural vs. non-natural, generic vs. specific or living vs. non-living). The high DVs (greater than 0.20) correspond to the queries "Fortress", "Geyser", "Motorbike" and "Sculpture". 8 The maximum divergence value is reached when the two rankings are in a reverse order.
For these query results, some of the relevant images are very similar with respect to their visual configuration, despite variations at an aesthetic level. Hence, the system is unable to discriminate between these images as the importance values, based on the visual configuration of images, are close to one another. However the average DV is 0.13, which means that our system ranking is very close to the users' perception of aboutness. These two results lead to conclude that our weighting model is adequate according to our second study. This experiment provides a validation to both our criteria modeling and their combination.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a contribution to image indexing based on a weighting model for image objects. This model was viewed as a fundamental step for testing an image counterpart of the well-known tf paradigm in textual indexing. The model is fundamentally based on four perception criteria related to 2D geometry of images, namely surface, position, fragmentation and homogeneity. These four criteria have been thoroughly confronted to actual human perception of images, and to aboutness assessments through an experiment involving real users. Three of these criteria have been experimentally validated in this process, formally modeled and further combined within a single weighting model for image objects. Finally, the effectiveness of this weighting schema has been successfully compared to human-based aboutness assessments for images given symbolic definitions of topics.
Though we understand that several other perception criteria could be also considered as a basis for such a model, we consider that we have already got a good basis for designing and testing a tf.idf weighting schema adapted for images.
Future works are then mainly aimed at designing and testing a tf.idf approach for images, based on a test collection that we are designing by now. Extensions of the weighting model to other perception criteria -like visibility of image objects related to contrast or luminosity -are also foreseen, in just the same experimental and formal way used for the four criteria described in this paper. Through this first extensive attempt we have certainly comforted our feeling that in this area, modeling has to be grounded and validated by solid experiment.
Of course nobody knows by now whether or not such a weighting model -which has been successful for text -will be also effective for images. We view this as a much interesting and valuable challenge to face in the perspective of improving symbolic indexing and retrieval of images.
